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One of the key performance metrics of a real-time system is its ability to maintain productive 
throughput when offered load exceeds capacity. In this paper we investigate two potential 
strategies for controlling such overloads in the database nodes of a computer/communication 
transaction network. The first part of the paper considers an internal control, which limits the 
allowed input queue length at the database, and presents a simple model for characterizing its 
performance and effectiveness. The second part considers an external control, which applies a 
gapping type flow control at the source nodes or terminals, and shows how near-maximum 
throughput levels can be achieved by appropriate gap size selection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we consider the problem of control
ling CPU overloads in centralized database nodes 
(DBN) of a computer/communication transaction 
network (Figure 1). These nodes may be data
bases or central servers which contain transaction 
processing information. Examples of such nodes 
include the databases used in airline reservation 
systems and retail point of sale networks. A cen
tralized computer/database provides data for many 
user terminals which query the database via 
access nodes and a connecting network. 
A common trait of such systems is that they 
operate in near-real time, i.e. under normal opera
tion transaction processing is completed within a 
few seconds. 

FIGURE 1 
Transaction Network with Central Database Nodes 

We assume that the DBN is CPU limited as opposed 
to a memory or 110 constraint and that the termi
nals are designed to expect a response within a 
specified time interval, ta, after which they time
out and the transaction is "lost". Lost transactions 
are not retransmitted, but it is assumed that 
many (perhaps most) users will reattempt them, 
perhaps several times, until a response is received 
or the user abandons. 

Because of the time requirement on transaction 
processing, an important aspect of system perfor
mance is how the DBN reacts to a real-time over
load. Without controls, real-time systems invari
able degrade when overloaded -- e.g., pending 
work builds up (to 00), delays increase (to 00), and 
productive work drops (to 0). To avoid this, actual 
systems are usually equipped with some kind of 
control strategy which attempts to maintain 
throughput. In this paper we describe and analyze 
two such strategies -- an input queue length limit 
internal control used to shed excess load after it 
has reached a DBN and an external gapping type 
flow control used to block excess load before it 
reaches a DBN. 

2. INTERNAL CONTROL -- QUEUE LENGTH LIMIT 

We first consider performance when overloads are 
controlled by an internal input queue length limit. 
This strategy, which in various forms has found 
application in both circuit [1] and packet [2,3] 
switches, limits the rate at which queries are 
accepted by the DBN for further processing by dis
carding arrivals whenever the queue length equals 
a specified value l. The idea here is to only admit 
queries that can be fully processed and returned 
before the sending node or terminal times out, and 
to discard all others with minimum real-time 
expense. 

2.1 Control Description and DBN Model 

In Figure 2 we illustrate the functioning of this 
control for a simple DBN. We assume the DBN has 
a single CPU with three processes -- input (Ip), 
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FIGURE 2 
DBN Queueing Model and Process Schedule 

transaction (TP), and background -- which are 
scheduled to run in sequence following a periodic 
interrupt (cycle time tc ). Arriving queries are han
dled by the input process whose function is to 
either accept or discard queries based on the 
length of an input queue; as long as the queue 
length is less than 1 the query is accepted, other
wise it overflows and is discarded. We assume 
that discarding a query in this manner consumes a 
small but non-zero amount of CPU time, So. Con
trol then passes to the transaction process whose 
function is to perform the database operation and 
to generate the response messages. It is assumed 
that TP serves the input queue FIFO until empty or 
until it is interrupted, in which case remaining 
queued queries are carried over to the next cycle. 
Control then passes to background tasks for the 
remaining time, if any, until the next cycle inter
rupt. Each fully processed query consumes a total 
of sp CPU time. 

In addition to the above, however, we also assume 
two other operations. First, to avoid total lock-out 
of background tasks under overload, we assume 
that TP's run times are limited so that IP+TP 
together use, at most, fT of the CPU during any 
given interval of length T (» tc), where f is a 
parameter < 1. Second, and more important, to 
avoid the possibility of returning responses late 
(i.e., after a terminal time-out) we assume that TP 
first checks and discards any query that has been 
on queue longer than a queue time-out interval, tt, 
before further processing, where tt is a parameter 
< ta - tc - round trip network delay - a safety mar
gin). Queries discarded in this way are assumed 
to consume a total of St CPU time, where So < St < sp. 

2.2 Throughput Analysis 

We now present an approximate "fluid flow" [4] 
analysis of this control. The goal is to derive a 
simple expression for DBN throughput, xp, as a 
function of the underlying first attempt load, A. 
(For this section we use "-tot to refer to the total 
query rate (including re attempts) and A to refer to 
the first attempt rate). We begin by noting that 
for light load, real-time is not a problem and thus 

no queries will be discarded. Assuming, now, that 
the queue time-out interval is much longer than a 
query service time (tt »sp) and that 1 is large 
enough for the queue to hold several tc's worth of 
queries at the DBN's maximum processing rate, 
Xmax = f / sp, it follows. that both overflow and 
time-out will be avoided until A approaches x max' 

For representative parameters, simulation and a 
simple M / D / 1/ l analysis both show this for A up to 
about O.97·x max , justifying the approximation 
xp = A, for A < Xmax • 

For A> Xmax , of course, the available real-time, 
does not permit all transactions to be fully pro
cessed. As a result, work builds up to a point 
where either queries overflow or time-out (or 
both). Under these conditions, IP & TP will first 
use whatever real-time is required discarding 
queries, and then use the remaining allotted time 
processing queries. Since the DBN is saturated, 
however, TP will always exit leaving some work in 
the input queue. This fact plus conservation laws 
yields the following: 

f 
and (2.1) 

Xp + Xo + Xt = "-tot = A + a (xo+Xt) 

where Xo and Xt are the overflow and time-out 
rates, a is the reattempt probability, and "-tot is 
the total (including reattempts) arrival rate. Hav
ing four unknowns (xo ' Xt, xp, and "-tot), however, 
we need one more equation. 

For the fourth equation, we make use of the fact 
that service times are assumed to be constant. 
As a consequence, waiting time, w (q), for any 
queue length, q, is essentially deterministic, 
w (q) = q / (xp + Xt) and bounded (since q s l) by 
w (q) s w (l) s 1 / xp • If this bound is less than tt 
when xp = Xmax , i.e., if tt > 1 / Xmax , it follows that, 
with the onset of overload, queries will overflow 
but none will time-out. This condition holds as 
long as xp > l/ tt is sustained, so that 

Xt = 0 for xp > 1 / tt • (2.2a) 

If, on the other hand, tt < 1 / x max, delay in the 
queue will exceed tt before the queue length 
reaches 1 so that queries will time-out. Since this 
mechanism tends to keep the queue length stable 
(since in practice Bt is several times less than Bp) 

at q = tt' (xp+Xt), it follows that as long as 
tt' (xp+Xt) < l, TW queries will overflow the queue, 
so that 

Xo = 0 for tt'(xp+Xt) < 1 . (2.2b) 

Finally, if overload is sufficiently large (and 1 isn't 



too big), both overflow and time-out will occur. In 
this case, overflow will hold the queue length at l 
and time-out will hold the delay at tt; therefore, 
the queue service rate (Xt+xp) will be held at l / tt. 
Thus, 

Xt + xp = l / tt for ttXp S l S tt' (xp+Xt) (2.2c) 

Solution is now straightforward and leads to a 
piecewise linear expression for xp' Assuming l is 
set properly (l < ftt / sp) so that overflow occurs 
first, we have: 

for 

So /(l-a) 
Xmax - (J .. -xmax)· / (1 )' 

Sp -So -a 

(2.3) 
1 So / (l-a) 

- - (/., - A.I) • , 
tt Sp - St - aso / (1-a) 

0, for 

where A. -~ _ i... Sp - So, (1-0.) ~ _ __ f_ 
1 - So, (1-0.) tt so, (1-0.)' - so, (1-0.) 

- i... S,t-(1
so

), and where xpO .. ) notation is used to 
tt So -0. 

emphasize A dependence. From this it is readily 
seen that the control's effectiveness, as measured 
by the slope of xp (A) for A > x max depends in a sim
ple way on the relative service times for discarded 
and processed queries and the reattempt rate. 
Note that a minimum condition for any effective
ness is So / (l--a) < sp. Note further that l controls 
the break point AI, but not the slope. Thus, it 
suffices to choose llarge enough ( > a few tc / sp) so 
as not to reduce throughput for non-overload con
ditions, but small enough to make Al big. 

3. EXTERNAL CONTROL -- FLOW GAPPING 

We next consider DBN performance when overloads 
are controlled by both the internal queue limit and 
an external gapping type [5] flow control (GFC). 
This control, which is patterned after the choke 
packet technique proposed by Majithia et al [6,7] 
for use in the CIGALE network, uses special mes
sages to inform the access nodes (or terminals) of a 
DBN overload and to instruct them to reduce their 
query rate (by discarding transactions). The stra
tegy here is to eliminate most of the excess load 
before it reaches the DBN, thereby preserving 
nearly all of its real-time for productive work. 

3.1 Control Description and Throughput Analysis 

In Figure 3 we illustrate the functioning of this 
control by showing the input and output streams 

t 
GFC mess~e 
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FIGURE 3 
Gapping Control 
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for a given source, i, subject to gapping flow con
trol. Upon detecting overload, the DBN activates 
GFC by returning a control message with each 
query it processes, specifying the source identity, a 
gap interval, g, and a control duration, d. We 
assume that during a given processing cycle, tc , 

the DBN specifies the same g and d values in all 
response messages where g is chosen from a finite 
set {gj :j=l, ... ,n} of values, gj+1 > gj, gj+1 / gj=Y, and 
d is large compared to g. Upon receipt of a control 
message, the access node/terminal responds by 
blocking further transactions from this source 
until g is exceeded. The next transaction is then 
allowed followed by another gap interval of length 
g during which further attempts are blocked, etc. 
This pattern continues until the duration timer 
expires or until another riFC message for the 
source is received overriding the existing control. 

From the above description and figure, a number 
of properties of GFC are readily apparent: 

• The maximum rate a source can send transac
tions is strictly bounded by g-l. For the case of 
Poisson input with rate li, the output rate is 
(1/li+gt1

• 

• The aggregate arrival rate at the DBM, ADBN, is 
a decreasing function of g. Assuming an over
load is present, there exists a value g. which, if 
available and chosen, would produce an arrival 
rate equal to the maximum throughput rate; 
i.e., ADBN(g·) = x max' 

• Choosing a gap larger than g. (overgapping) 
almost always reduces throughput more than 
choosing a gap smaller than g. (undergapping), 
assuming the internal control is at all effective 
(reasonably small So / sp)' 

• IfIwhen d expires, a source becomes totally 
uncontrolled. To avoid this, d is set large com
pared to g and reset whenever a new control 
message is received. 

• By using the same g for all sources, high traffic 
sources are controlled most; low traffic sources 
are little impacted. 

In the following subsection we describe and 
analyze a simple algorithm for dynamically 
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choosing a good gap value from the available set. 
Before doing so, however, we derive a lower bound 
expression for DBN throughput, xp , under the 
assumption of Poisson arrivals at the terminals 
when the chosen gap, gle is the largest value 
smaller than g. and the internal queue length 
limit is set so that queue overflow dominates. To 
do this we note that by the definition of g. and the 
assumption of Poisson arrivals, it follows that the 
arrival rate at the DBN is bounded by 

1 Lt (1 / li + gle rl 
A.DBN(gIe) = Lt (1 Ili + gler = Lt (1 Ili + g.r1 'xmax 

g. 
< - 'X max < YX max 

gle 

(3.1) 

where the inequality is a consequence of 
'1:.;,(1 Ili +glerl / '1:.;,(1 Ili + gjrl < gj / gle for all 
gle < gj. But with this (total) arrival rate, it follows 
from Section 2 that 

so that 

implying that throughput will be close to x max pro
vided both y and So / sp aren't too large. Note that 
this bound does not depend on A (=~ li), the 
arrival rate at the terminals. 

3.2 Gap Selection Algorithms (Patents Pending) 

We next consider a simple dynamic algorithm for 
finding a good gap value, gle. Using the fraction, r, 
of rejected to total queries at the DBN over a time 
interval tm (»tc) as the indication of overload, the 
algorithm: 

1. Detects overload via a high ratio, r, of 
rejected to total queries. 

2. Selects the smallest g. Selects d »g. Begins 
sending GFC messages. 

3. Waits t> long_enough to see if control is 
sufficient. 

4. Observes r. 
5. If r > high, increases g and d; sets 't to zero; 

goes to 3. 
If r < low, decreases g and d; sets 't to zero; 

goes to 3. 
Else, maintains current gap; goes to 4. 

Essentially, the feedback in r is used to dynami
cally adjust g until the rejected query rate at the 
DBN is driven to an acceptable level. d is set» g so 

that with high probability a subsequent GFC 
message will be received before d expires (thus 
avoiding uncontrolled sources). By waiting 
long enough following a gap change, sufficient 
time -is allowed for most of the sources to have 
received the new gap value and to have this 
reflected in the observed r. Through proper choice 
of the highlighted parameters, we have found that 
this algorithm rapidly converges and stabilizes on 
the appropriate gap. The next sub-sections 
address how to set these parameters. 

3.2.1 Setting high & low: To achieve stability 
and high throughput, high must be large enough 
to avoid overgapping. The condition for this is 
derived as follows: Assume the DBN is overloaded 
and has been gapping with gle long enough to 
achieve steady state and let Ale and rle denote the 
resulting DBN load and discarded query rate, 
respectively. Assume further that So is small com
pared to sp (and that I is set so that time-out is 
avoided) so that Ale ::: Xmax / (1- rle) holds. Suppose 
now that rle > high so that the gap is increased to 
gle+lt causing the DBN load to (eventually) fall to 
AIe+l' As long as AIe+l>X max , the control is not 
overgapping. But from (3.1) it follows that 

so that as long as rle ~ l-gle / gle+lt gle+l won't 
overgap. Hence choose 

high = 1 - y-l . (3.3) 

Setting low is much less critical than high. In 
theory, low could be zero, since as long as r > 0, 
the DBN is experiencing some overload. In prac
tice, low can be set at a small positive number. 

3.2.2 Setting long_enough: To avoid making pre
mature (and incorrect) gap change decisions, 
long_enough must be sufficient for transients to 
dissipate. The condition for this is derived as 
follows: Assume a gap change to glc+l has just 
been made (at t=O). Let A(t) be the DBN load at 
time t, noting that A(O) = Ale, lim A(t) = AIc+lt and 
in general t-+_ 

A(t)= AIe-l: ld(1+li6ler1 -(1+li6le+lr1]. (3.4) 
sources gapped 

at 1.+1 

Observe now that li·1 (1+li6Ie)-1_(1+li6le+lr1 1 is 
an increasing function of li, and that with GFC, 
high traffic sources tend to get their gaps updated 
more quickly than low traffic sources. This 



implies that among all sets {ld with the same Ak, 
Ak+lt and N (the number of sources), that A(t) 
changes most slowly when lj are equal. In setting 
long_enough, we thus assume equal lj, in which 
case (3.4) simplifies to 

A(t) = Ak - (Ak-Ak+1)' nk+1 (t) / N (3.5) 

where nk+1(t) is the number of sources controlled 
atgk+1 at time t. Now consider nk+1(t). Initially 
zero, nk +1 increases by one whenever a GFC mes
sage is sent to a source that until now had been 
gapped at gk. The rate at which this occurs is 
equal to the message rate, Am.g, times the proba
bility the arrival was from a "gk source." The 
latter can be estimated by the arrival rate from all 
"gk sources" divided by the total arrival rate, how
ever, so that (in a continuous approximation) 
we have dnk+1 = dt·(I-nk+1(t)/N)·AmsgAk/A(t). 
Thus (3.5) becomes 

dA = AmsgAh [Ah+l - A.(t) 1 ( ) 
dt N A.(t) ,A(O) = Ah . 3.6 

Consider now the case, shown in Figure 4, where 
gk+1 was a gap increase, and further that gk+1 is 
the desired gap. That is, gk+1 is large enough to 
put Ak+1 within the desired region and that the 
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To prevent a gap increase to gk+2, t must be such 
that A.(t) S Xmax / (I-high) = YX max holds. Let 'tu 

be the smallest t for which this occurs and consider 
worst case conditions. It has been determined 
empirically 'tu is maximized when Ak+1 is as large 
as possible, which in turn occurs when 
Ak+2 = Xmax / 8u and I.lj ~oo. Under the latter con
dition, however, Ak /Ak+1 =gk+1 / gk and 
Ak+1 =N/gk+1 so that 

tu ~ 
N [g, I [ g .. " g, -1 1 

8uAh+lgh+l / gh+2 gh+l • n yOugh+l / gh+2 - 1 

+ 1 _ yg,e..] 
gh+2 

(3.8) 

S [ 1 [y-1 1 
gh+l a,: 'In Ou -1 +..L- 1] 

Ou 

Analysis of the case, shown in Figure 5, of decreas
ing gaps is similar and will not be treated in 
detail. We note that for this case A(t) S x max so 
that Am.g = A.(t) leading to a somewhat simpler dif
ferential equation. Assuming similar worst case 
conditions yields 

td ~ g", yoln [ L-11!e~ 1 
(3.9) 

Load 

.... ................ ........ ........ .... '. desired .... 

. ". ". ". ". ". ". ". ". ". ". regIon .. 
e
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FIGURE 4 Ah 
A(t) Following a Gap Increase 

next gap, gk +2 would overgap by more than a 
specified factor 8u (i.e., gk+2 would produce a 
Ak+2 S Xmax /8u )' Note that for this case 
Am'a = Xmax (since A.(t) ~ x max)' Thus solving (3.6) 

t = ~ [Ak+1.In [ Ak- Ak+1 1 + Ak-A.(t)]. (3.7) 
Xmax Ah A.(t)- Ah+l Ah 

Time 

FIGURE 5 
A.(t) Following a Gap Decrease 

3.2.3 Setting increase & decrease: We now 
consider how much to increase or decrease the 
gap size, given that a change is being made. A 
basic approach, of course, and one that works ade
quately, is to always move in unit steps. This has 
disadvantage, however, of slowing convergence 
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when that current gap is far from the desired gap 
and of requiring a fairly high bigh threshold when 
y is large. A better approach, therefore, allows 
skipping and chattering. 

In skipping, the idea is to bypass gaps that clearly 
are wrong. Since the algorithm starts with the 
minimum gap, we have found that skipping is 
most useful right after overload is first detected. 
Since this is a case of increasing gaps however, it 
follows as a direct consequence of (3.3) that if 
r > l-y-i, the gap value j steps away won't over
gap and therefore should be the next gap selected. 
Note that a similar argument cannot be made for 
decreasing gaps, however, since r=O implies only 
that the current gap (if there is one) is too big, but 
not how much. 

In chattering the idea is to create, in effect, a 
smaller y and therefore a smaller maximum r. 
This is accomplished by having the DBN select, at 
each IP interrupt, one of two adjacent gaps go or gb 
to use in the GFC messages that are created during 
this cycle. In this way some of the sources are con
trolled some of the time with go and some with gb 
producing an arrival rate equivalent to an inter
mediate g. By adjusting the fraction of time each 
of the gaps is used, a desired equivalent gap can 
thus be achieved. 

4. RESULTS & CONCLUSION 

In this paper we've considered two strategies for 
controlling real-time overloads in central database 
nodes of a transaction network. In Figure 6, we 
illustrate the impact such controls can have by 
showing both analytic and simulation results for a 
representative set of parameter values. 

With internal control only, we've seen that perfor
mance depends on both work times and re attempt 
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rate. From detailed simulation studies we have 
found that the simple model of Section 2 is 
sufficiently accurate to show the effectiveness of 
the strategy and for choosing a good queue length 
limit. With external GFC control as well, we have 
found that throughput can be maintained at near 
maximum levels. 
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